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CHAPTER 4: ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE AND ARTIFICIAL
STUPIDITY
Or, What Is D84?
The Robots of Death is often mischaracterised as a story
about a ‘robot rebellion’. In practice, almost all of the
robots in the serial are simply tools, the instruments of
Taren Capel, and the ‘rebellion’ has more to do with Taren
Capel’s madness than with the robots themselves. A story
of equal interest, however, emerges through the character
of D84, a robot detective who goes beyond even the
artificially-intelligent SV7 and seems to develop emotional
and philosophical complexity. As Boucher himself says on
the commentary for the Special Edition DVD, ‘I’d always
been fascinated by what was different between machines
and human beings, and how you define life.’ Through D84,
Boucher tacitly examines this definition. I will therefore
look at the texts which inspired D84, and at D84’s
development as a character, in order to address the
question of what constitutes machine consciousness
according to The Robots of Death.

The Robot Rebels That Weren’t
As noted above, one of the persistent myths about The
Robots of Death is that it concerns a robot revolution, or at
the very least a robot rebellion. This myth-making started
prior to the serial’s release: in the BBC’s contemporary
publicity material, the story summary concludes with the

line ‘In a last desperate gamble the Doctor tracks down the
murderer who is killed by his own evil creations and the
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robot revolution is averted’ , while the Radio Times
synopsis for episode 4 reads: ‘Robot rebellion. Can the
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Doctor stop the machines taking over?’ Even within the
story, the term is used; for instance, in episode 4, the
Doctor berates Uvanov for his insouciance by saying,
‘you’ve got a robot revolution on your hands’ and likening
him to Marie Antoinette (though to be fair, the point of
the scene is less about what the robots are actually up to,
than that Uvanov is treating the crisis as if it were over
when it fairly obviously isn’t).
The problem with describing what happens on the Storm
Mine as a rebellion or a revolution is that these activities
imply agency: beings who object strongly enough to their
living conditions that they are willing to take up arms to
overthrow the people they perceive as creating these
conditions. In this case, the robots have no agency in and
of themselves: they are machines, who plainly don’t
understand what they’re actually doing. Consider, for
instance, the scene in episode 4 when V4, brain-damaged
by the Laserson probe but remembering its instructions to
kill the Doctor, attacks V5, who is wearing the Doctor’s hat
and scarf; the victim responds by saying over and over, ‘Do
not kill me’. One can easily infer from this that neither
robot understands the concept of ‘kill’ in the sense of
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‘eliminate the life of a sentient being’, but have been
programmed with the instruction ‘Put your hands around
the neck of the target and squeeze till they stop moving’
associated with the word ‘kill’. They also recognise the
humans not as intelligent beings with agency, but by
programmed visual and auditory cues: thus ‘Kill the
Doctor’ as an instruction is processed as ‘Strangle the one
in the hat and scarf’. This reading is supported by the fact
that altering Taren Capel’s voice with helium changes him
from an ally into a target; SV7 is not brain-damaged at the
point where he attacks his alleged master, but clearly only
recognises ‘Taren Capel’ as a voice pattern, not an
individual. Ironically, had Taren Capel not angrily given SV7
the order to ‘kill all the humans’, the Super-Voc would not
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have strangled him . The rebellion, if it can be described as
such at all, is a rebellion of one, and a human one at that.
Furthermore, it is clear throughout the story that Taren
Capel’s madness is his misattribution of agency to the
robots, despite the fact that he doesn’t seem very clear on
what they can do, once liberated, bar ‘be irresistible’:
DASK
Yes, Doctor. I was brought up a superior being.
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This also explains what happened to the robots which
were subverted by Taren Capel, but not destroyed within
the story. The robots are ordered to kill specific humans,
except for SV7, who Capel orders to ‘kill all the humans’,
and who is destroyed while attempting to do so. Without
further precise instructions from Taren Capel, the
remaining robots are harmless.

Brought up to realise my brothers should live as
free beings, and not as slaves to human dross.
DOCTOR
Robots would have no existence without humans.
Don’t you see that, Dask?
DASK
Now I shall free them. I shall programme them with
the ambition to rule the world, and then –
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Even the ambition to rule the world, therefore, must be
instilled in them as behavioural routines. However, when
attacked by SV7, a robot considerably higher on the
intelligence scale than the Vocs, he shouts, ‘Not me, you
fool. Him! I am your master, Taren Capel.’
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It’s easy to see this as a hypocritical acknowledgement
that the robots are nothing without him, and certainly
there are significant echoes of Boucher’s later story for
Blake’s 7, Weapon (1979), in which Coser’s dying words
inadvertently reveal that, for all his talk of rejection of the
Federation’s class system, he still unconsciously submits to
it. Nevertheless, Capel seems even at the end to attribute
agency to the robots, in that he won’t let himself realise
that SV7 does not recognise him as an individual, but
simply responds to his voice print. Shouting ‘you fool’
suggests that he thinks the robot is mistaken about his
identity, rather than responding to its programming. Capel
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may see himself as the robots’ master, but he can’t break
away from his lunatic delusion that the robots have
agency.
For all that Taren Capel’s view of them is skewed, the idea
of robots as conscious beings is clearly never far from the
surface. No fewer than four of the sequel stories to The
Robots of Death – ‘Crisis on Kaldor’ (1981), Corpse Marker,
Kaldor City: Storm Mine (2004), and The Sons of Kaldor
(2018) – deal with the idea of one or more robots
developing consciousness. This interest may well be due to
the absence of an actual robot revolution in the original:
that, subconsciously primed to expect the robots to throw
off the shackles of their oppression, writers and readers
want to explore that idea in more detail. Another reason,
however, is the tantalising questions raised by the
behaviour of D84. Consequently, to understand what The
Robots of Death has to say about artificial intelligence and
sentience, it’s worth analysing, not the robot rebel, but
the robot policeman.

